GRADE system: new paradigm.
An exposition of the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach to recommendations. In this review, we outline the process whereby the strength of evidence from the literature undergoes a systematic reappraisal. The GRADE system allows four grades of evidence (high quality, moderate, low, and very low) and strength of recommendation is qualified as strong, weak, or conditional to an intervention (pro or con) and defined as the level of confidence that desirable effects predominate over untoward ones with a certain intervention. We provide research and clinical reviews in various settings in which this approach has been used. Evidence-based medicine requires integrating the best available 'benchmark' literature with patient preferences and values (bedside) and is an evaluation process involving both patient and clinician, with a systematic assessment of the rated evidence from state-of-the-art medical literature. The GRADE methodology was developed as an application of evidence-based medicine to the field of recommendations and their formulation. The GRADE working group brings together clinical researchers and methodologists who developed a rating system to assess the quality of evidence for the purpose of making clinical practice recommendations.